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Abstract. Video-based face recognition has been widely studied in recently years. The common method of
video face recognition is to recognize of every face frames that collected. The method not only cause large
computing complexity, but also when face gesture and illumination change greatly, the face images collected
contain very little information that can be used, these samples may have a negative effect to the results of
recognition and even cause the recognition failure. Therefore, this paper proposes a method for facial video
key frame extraction based on color histogram, the purpose is to remove the redundant frames, reduce the
computational complexity and improve recognition efficiency.
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1. Introduction
In the system of video-based face recognition, it is commonly to recognize of every face frames that
collected. Consequently, the system not only has a large amount of calculation, but also when face gesture and
illumination change greatly, the face images collected contains very little information that can be used, these
samples may have a negative effect to the results of recognition and even cause the recognition failure.
Therefore, key frame extraction algorithm is used in this paper to solve the issue.
There are many key frame extraction methods. In earlier works on video summarization, key frames are
selected by sampling video frames randomly or uniformly at certain time intervals [1]. This approach is
simple and fast but neglects the video content. Another simple and intuitive method is to extract the first frame
and final frame of each shot as key frames in [3], but the key-frames extracted are inaccurate and the method
only can get fixed number of key frames. Zhang [4] proposed an unsupervised clustering algorithm to extract
key frames. This method can not effectively maintain the dynamic information in the original lens. Cernekova
[5] clustering on the inter-frame mutual information and obtained good results. Reference [6] gives a visual
content-based key-frame extraction algorithm which can extract the key-frame dynamically. Wolf [7]
computed the optical flow for each frame and then used a simple motion metric to evaluate the changes in the
optical flow along the sequence.
In this paper, we propose an algorithm based on color histogram aimed at extracting key frame from face
video, which can be used as a separate module in video face recognition system. The organization of this
paper is as follows. In section 2, we focus on the color histogram feature extraction. In section 3, the key
frame extraction algorithm is given. Experiment results are shown in section 4. Concluding remarks are
provided in section 5.

2. Feature Extraction
Color feature is widely used in the object recognition, it is a numerical measure of the image in the color
space. Color features include color histogram, color moment, color consistency and color relevant graph.
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Color histogram is an effective method which can describe the color information, it is widely used in image
processing because of its simple computation, high computing efficiency and normalized against the impact of
image size.

2.1. Selection of color model
Color difference distinguished by the traditional RGB model is nonlinear and is not intuitive. However,
HSV color model is close to human visual characteristics, which consists of hue (H), saturation (S) and value
(V). Because this model has a linear scalability and the perceived color is proportional to Euclid distance of
the corresponding values of color components, HSV color model is more intuitive and more easily accepted
than RGB color model. The transformation from r, g and b values in RGB color space to h, s and v values in
HSV color space can be described as follows[8]:
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Here: h∈ [0, 360], s, v∈ [0, 1].

2.2. Color space quantization
The original face images in video sequence are generally true color images, which contain 24-bit colors
and 8 bits per color component, if we calculate the color histogram of the three-dimensional images directly,
we get 16 million dimensional color vector, it’s a large computation when calculate the distance of histogram.
So take into consideration of the instantaneity, we have to quantify the level of color histogram.
Color quantization means to designate a group of colors to represent the image color space, and then map
the color space to the colors selected. There are many ways to quantify the color, such as vector quantization,
clustering methods or neural network methods, the most common method is to partition color space use the
same interval or different interval. In this paper, we use the later method. After the transformation of RGB
color space to HSV color space, we use the following formula to quantify [9]:
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According to the quantitative level above, we combine the three color component into a one-dimensional
vector:
G  HQS QV  SQV  V

(11)

Here, QS and QV are the quantitative level of S and V component. Let QS =3, QV =3, so the above equation
turns into:
G  9H  3S  V

(12)

By this way, three components of H, S and V are distributed on one-dimensional vector. According to the
above equation, G is range of [0, 1, … , 71]. This means the whole color space is mapped into 72 kinds of
colors, which can effectively compress the color features.

2.3. Color Histogram
Color histogram [10] reflects the probability of one kind of color pixels in an image. It is the estimation of
pixels probability. Given a digital image I, its color histogram vector can be described as:
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N1, N2 indicate the input image has N1 rows and N2 columns.
I [i , j] is the pixel value of point (i, j).
Assume that G and H is the color histogram vector to be compared, N indicates the color level in the
image, gk, hk indicates the probability of color level k in the color histogram of image G and H. Then the
similarity of G and H can be measured by the Euclidean distance between them:
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Color histogram-based key frame extraction algorithm is described as follows:
a) Initialize, select one face image of good quality from face video sequence as the standard face graph,
and calculate the color histogram H as a standard color histogram.
b) Get the video sequence frame by frame, and calculate its color histogram Gi, then compared with the
standard color histogram, calculate the Euclidean distance.
c) Set the threshold T (0 ≤ T ≤ 1), T can control the number of key frames selected. Take all the tested
frames whose Euclidean distance is less than T as the key frame face images.
The algorithm in details can be described as figure 1.
Initialize, select the standard
face frame and calculate its
color histogram.

Read in video frames, get the
face area, and calculate its color
histogram.

Current frame is
not the key frame,
discard.

Calculate the Euclidean distance
between current face histogram
and standard face histogram.
N

d ≤ T?

Current frame is selected
as key frame, continue
subsequent processing.

Y

Figure 1. the process of face video key frame extraction

4. Experiment Results and Analysis
Experiment is carried out on the NRC-IIT face video database [11]. This database contains 11 individuals,
each individual has two video clips in the “avi” format. The video clips are recorded in the office of the
research institution by digital camera. The face images in the video have a great range of facial express and
orientation changes, as well as scale changes and facial occlusion. Select the second clip of the first person for
experiment, and select the first face frame as the standard face graph. Fig.2 gives the color histogram of the
standard face. Fig.3 and Fig.4 are the face color histogram of the second frame and twentieth frame. Fig.5
gives the key frame results when the threshold is 0.15. Table 1 gives the extraction results under different
thresholds. Table 2 gives the key frame extraction results on different
video clips.

Figure 2. color histogram of the standard face image

Figure 3. color histogram of the second frame
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Figure 4. color histogram of the twentieth frame

(a)

(b)
Figure 5. (a) key frame samples,T=0.15. (b) non-key samples,T=0.15.

Results can be seen from the Fig.5. The key frame extraction algorithm can extract the face frames which
have little change in the rotation and scale. From the results in the table 1 and table 2, we know that changes
of threshold value can control the number of key frames selected, meanwhile, different video clips need select
different threshold. In actually, we set the threshold manually according to the characteristics of video and the
results of key frame extraction.
TABLE 1.

FACE KEY FRAME EXTRACTION RESULTS UNDER DIFFERENT THRESHOLD

threshold(T)
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.3
TABLE 2.

video 00-1
（frame
amount
/threshold）
120/0.2
143/0.25
188/0.3

key frame extracted
1-14, 50, 51, 108-117, 132-138
1-32, 50, 51, 69-80, 102-117, 131-138,
150, 233-239
1-36, 50-54, 68-117, 131-138, 149-155,
223-241
all face frames

total
33
78
125
165

KEY FRAME EXTRACTION RESULTS ON DIFFERENT VIDEO CLIPS

video 01-1
（frame
amount
/threshold）
29/0.01
37/0.02
80/0.03

video 02-1
（frame
amount
/threshold）
78/0.1
154/0.15
195/0.2
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video 03-1
（frame
amount
/threshold）
31/0.005
204/0.01
287/0.02

video 04-1
（frame
amount
/threshold）
23/0.01
102/0.05
156/0.1

recognition rate (%)

100
95
90
85
80
75
70

before key-frame extraction

65

after key-frame extraction
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Figure 6. comparation of correct recognition rate before and after key frame extraction
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Figure 7. comparation of recognition time before and after key frame extraction

Key frame extraction greatly reduces the redundant information of the face video, so subsequent
processing can only focus on the key face frames. Take the second video clip of each person in NRC-IIT
database for experiment, use elastic graph match method[12](select 30 feature points), and recognize every
face graph, finally count the proportion of correct identification face frames in the total face images as
recognition rate. Statistical result is shown in Fig.6. Recognition time is shown in Fig.7.
From the results in Fig.6, we see that correct recognition rate is obviously improved after key frame
extraction, this indicates that key frame extraction removed facial image frames easily to get wrong results
and retained positive facial images, the overall effectiveness of video information is improved. Generally, key
frame number is far less than original video frame number (decided by threshold), after key frame extraction,
feature extraction and recognition is only focus on key frames, so greatly reduce recognition time.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an approach for face video key frame extraction. The algorithm is based on
color histogram, which is simple for computation and normalized against the impact of image scale. By means
of key frame extraction, most redundant information was reduced, follow-up processing can only implement
on the useful information. Therefore, the method reduces the computational complexity and improves
recognition efficiency. It can be used as a separate module in video face recognition systems. In this paper, the
threshold is set by manual and based on experience. Our feature work is to set the threshold automatically and
adaptively.
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